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TSC
1 General

The TSC is an ideal, compact and multi-functional Torch Service Center.

TSC stands for: T= Torch; S= Service; C= Center

It unites a:

**Torch cleaner TC**

with various accessories such as:

- stand
- clamping prism for clamping the torch gas nozzle
- cutter, with drive motor and feed unit
- spray unit, with fluid tank for release agent
- wire cutter
- air circuit

with the

**TCP gauging unit**

for automatic calibration of the robot.
2 Documentation

Please refer to separate documentation for:

- **Product specification, Torch cleaner TC 96**
  - Description
  - Maintenance
  - Spare parts

- **Automatic TCP gauging unit**
  - Description
  - Installation
  - Maintenance
  - Spare parts
3 Dimension sheet

1. TCP gauging unit

2. Torch cleaner TC 96

Weight: approx. 33 kg
TSC
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